
This report looks at the following areas:

•• What types of betting do consumers engage in? How often? How many
sports?

•• Which sports do consumers bet on? Which sports do they plan to bet on in
the future?

•• Do consumers watch the games they bet on? What would motivate them to
bet in the future?

•• What are consumers’ reasons for or against betting on sports?
•• What are some general consumer attitudes towards sports betting?

The majority of Canadians participate in some form of betting, and just under a
third participate in sports betting in some shape or form. This is a huge market
for sportsbooks, networks and leagues to tap into in order to increase market
share by doing things like facilitating betting, generating larger fandom, and
increasing viewership and engagement with their brands.

Sports betting stakeholders were recently handed an incredible boon by the
Canadian government. An August 2021 ruling legalized single sports betting in
Canada, prompting the adoption of the practice across all provinces over the
course of about eight months. More recently, the government of Ontario used
that decision as a stepping stone to launch its own online gaming (ie
gambling) market called iGO, through the AGCO. What this means for
stakeholders is that third-party nongovernment-run betting platforms and
sportsbooks were now completely legal to run in Ontario when regulated by
the AGCO and iGO.

So now the sports betting landscape is entering a new era, as other provinces
are likely to follow suit. Canadians are witnessing the onset of an incredibly
competitive gambling environment in Ontario with aggressive welcome
incentives, loyalty programs, perks and bonuses from now-legitimized brands in
a regulated marketplace. In fact, it has never been a better time to be a sports
bettor. Throughout this Report, the desires of consumers with respect to sports
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betting will be explored, and this information is key to emerging sportsbooks
hoping to carve out a niche in the emerging Canadian betting market.

From a consumer perspective, trust remains an issue as many of the emerging
brands were still previously accessible but unregulated, so there may be
residual stigma around any brands that aren’t government run (ie PROLINE+).
Brands are navigating around this difficulty by offering incentives like initial
deposit matching up to certain amounts, free bets and perks like bet insurance,
all of which resonate with value-minded consumers.

From a league and network perspective, driving increased sports betting can
only be a good thing, with betting activity directly correlated with viewership
and consumers directly saying that betting makes them more interested in
following the sports they bet on.

Ultimately, the next few months should be interesting as sportsbooks carve out
their own market niche and clear winners become evident.
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Figure 1: Category outlook, sports gambling, 2022-27
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their apps
• Challenges
• Sportsbooks need better avenues of information to educate

consumers and dispel myths about the stigma

• Spectator sports are on the road to recovery
Figure 2: Spectator sports operating revenue (CAD), 2012-20

• The sun is rising on sports gambling in Canada
• However, the sun is setting on disposable income

Figure 3: Monthly movement in selected components of the
Canadian Consumer Price Index, not seasonally adjusted,
January 2020-March 2022

• Economic factors disproportionately impact Gen Z
Figure 4: Canadian unemployment rate, monthly, seasonally
adjusted, by age, January 2020-March 2022

• Household savings are falling rapidly
Figure 5: Canadian household savings rate, Q1 2019-Q4 2021

• Canada’s population is aging
Figure 6: Canadian population age projections, yearly,
2000-40

• Canada’s increasingly diverse population will affect sports
betting attitudes and practices
Figure 7: Proportion of visible minority population in Canada,
1981-2036
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• The Ontario sports betting market just got a lot more
competitive

• Welcome bonuses are industry standard, but are they
sustainable?

• A well-oiled app is certainly a boon
• Loyalty builds…well, loyalty

• Overview
• About one third of consumers bet on sports

Figure 8: Canadian gambling activity (% participation), 2022
Figure 9: PeerBet Instagram post, 2021

• Men are more avid gamblers, with sports betting
exacerbating the divide
Figure 10: Canadian betting activity (% participation), by age
and gender, 2022

• Participation in sports betting decreases with age, with
young men the most engaged
Figure 11: Canadian betting activity (% participation), by age
and gender, 2022
Figure 12: Betting with friends vs online or casino, by age and
gender (% any agree), 2022

• Sports betting activity skewing younger opens multicultural
opportunities for brands
Figure 13: Canadian betting activity (select), by race, 2022

• In terms of betting frequency, frequent male bettors drive
the gender differential
Figure 14: Canadian betting Frequency, men vs women, 2022

• Overview
• Sportsbooks can bank on the good old hockey game

Figure 15: Sports betting history vs plans, 2022
• Sportsbooks have a hard time maintaining interest among

older women
Figure 16: Sports bet on in the past 12 months, men vs women,
2022

• Modern sports bettors open up future opportunities for
sportsbooks
Figure 17: Sports bet on in the past 12 months, 18-34s vs
overall, 2022
Figure 18: Sports betting plans, 18-34s vs overall, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

SPORTS GAMBLING – FAST FACTS
BETTING DEMOGRAPHICS AND ACTIVITY

SPORTS OF CHOICE
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• Most bettors are fans and will become fans if they aren’t
already
Figure 19: Sports betting interest generation (% any agree), by
age and gender, 2022

• Sportsbooks can lean on statistics and reliability to entice
nonfan bettors

• Ultimately, most bettors end up watching the games they
bet on
Figure 20: Watching games gambled on, 2022
Figure 21: Portion of games bet on watched, by sport bet on,
2022

• Multisport bettors are more likely to watch all the games
they bet on
Figure 22: Portion of games bet on watched, by number of
sports bet on, 2022

• Overview
• Consumers are motivated by more than money when sports

betting
Figure 23: Motivations for sports betting, 2022
Figure 24: PointsBet Canada Twitter post, 2022

• Experience can also be a vehicle for sportsbooks to reach
across gender lines
Figure 25: Reasons for sports betting, men vs women, 2022

• Sports betting hobbyists are frequent and high-volume
bettors
Figure 26: TSN Edge Twitter post, 2022

• Young women rival young men as sports betting hobbyists
Figure 27: Sports betting as a hobby, by age and gender,
2022
Figure 28: TSN Edge Twitter post, 2022

• Brands should move away from league, celebrity or TV
partnership promotions
Figure 29: BetMGM Facebook post, 2022
Figure 30: Sports betting motivators, 2022

• Lack of sports knowledge is a key barrier to more
widespread adoption
Figure 31: Reasons for not sports betting, 2022
Figure 32: TSN Edge Twitter post, 2022

• Knowledge is cited as a barrier, particularly by female
nonbettors

MOTIVATIONS FOR BETTING ON SPORTS
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Figure 33: Reasons for not sports betting, men vs women,
2022

• Gambling addiction stigma significantly affects the target
demographic – Young men
Figure 34: Gambling seen as addictive as a reason for not
sports betting, by age and gender, 2022

• Cultural barriers may affect adoption of sports betting
Figure 35: Gambling seen as immoral as a reason for not
sports betting, Asians vs overall, 2022

• Overview
• Live sports betting is in high demand

Figure 36: Sports betting features (% any agree), 2022
Figure 37: PointsBet live betting Twitter post, 2022
Figure 38: SIA live betting Twitter post, 2022

• Betting rewards could be a good way to drive loyalty
Figure 39: Sports betting features (% any agree), by age and
gender, 2022

• Younger consumers want more creative betting options
Figure 40: Sports betting outcomes (% any agree), by age,
2022

• Single game’s micro-transaction parallel attracts younger
consumers
Figure 41: Single game sports betting (% any agree), by age,
2022

• Single game betting allows consumers to branch away from
sports they normally bet on

• Overview
• The demand for sports betting expertise is low

Figure 42: Sports betting conversation (% any agree), 2022
• Women want to learn, but start further behind

Figure 43: Sports betting conversation, men vs women, 2022
• Young consumers are significantly more likely to engage

with sports betting social media
Figure 44: Sports social media activity (% any agree), by age
and gender, 2022
Figure 45: Sports social media activity (% any agree), by
those who use social media on a daily basis, 2022

• Even outside social media, age plays a key part in the
betting conversation

BETTING FEATURES

THE BETTING CONVERSATION
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Figure 46: Sports betting conversation (% any agree), by age,
2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Mintel Trend Drivers
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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